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This hybrid layout was automatically generated from the schematics shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
This circuit is the IO subsystem of a high performance workstation and contains 8 VLSI circuits. 35
This top level schematic defines the hybrid pad ring and the pad ring routing requirements. The
layout (shown in Figure 1) corresponding to the blue and yellow portions of Figure 5 is generated
from this schematic 36
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layout of the integrated circuit 38
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green die mounts were generated by the lowest level layout procedure. The white area represents
the routing of the inner cell 39
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the routing channels 41
This horizontal channel position graph corresponds to the layout of Figure 1 and is used to
compute horizontal dimensions of the layout 42
The global route improvement algorithm reroutes nets to reduce layout area. Topological model
procedure names are shown in parenthesis 43
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Abstract

In high speed computer systems, performance and density limits are being set more by

interconnect and packagingconstraints than by transistor switchingspeeds. The most severe limitation

comes from the single-chip packages that carry the VLSI circuits. Multi-chip, silicon-on-silicon hybrid

packages can significantly improve performance by eh'minating this levelof packaging. A system has

beendeveloped to generatehybridlayouts automatically given a schematic description of the required

interconnection and layouts of the VLSI circuits to be included. This report describes the hybrid

technology, the design automation system foundation, and the hybrid layout system. The layout

systemis implemented as three layoutgeneration procedures: die mount pattern generation, a general

cell-like placement and routing procedure, and a pad frame generator. State-of-the-art algorithms

are described. These algorithms are combined to form an automatic layout system for the hybrid

technology. System operation is illustrated through a comprehensive example: a high performance

workstation IO subsystem containing 8 VLSI circuits implemented on a 2.6" by 3.2" hybrid package.

This layout method, in combination with the improved technology, produces layouts that are 5 to 8

times denser than the same circuit implemented with single-chip packages on a printed circuit board.

Simulations show that clock speeds can be increased by a factor of two.



Chapter 1

Introduction

In high performance computer systems, the contribution of packaging to machine perfor

mance is becoming increasingly important. System performance and density limits are now being

set by interconnect and packaging constraints. Signal delays due to transistor switching speeds have

decreased dramatically while delays due to packaging have decreased onlyslightly. Demand for grow

ing IO pin counts and greater packing densities along with increased performance requirements are

making traditional packaging methods (single-chip packages on glass-epoxy printed circuitboards) in

adequate. The most severe limitation comes from single-chip packages. Thus, multi-chip packages can

significantly improve system performance by eliminating this level of packaging. Multi-chip packages

can both increase system density and reduce signal delays due to interconnect and packaging.

At Xerox PARC, researchershave developed a high density, multilayerinterconnect technol

ogy using thin film metallization and polyimide dielectric on a wafer-size silicon substrate. Silicon

integrated circuit (IC) fabrication equipment is used to lay down metal and dielectric layers on a

siliconwafer. Eight to twenty (unpackaged) VLSI circuits can be mounted and interconnected on a

rectangular area inscribed on a silicon wafer. A single cover provides environmental protection for

all of the chips. The combination of multiple interconnection layers, small features, ease of testing,
reliability, and high performance makes this silicon-on-silicon hybrid technology veryattractive.

Automatic layout synthesis at this packaging level is fully as important as the automatic

layout synthesis of VLSI circuits. Layout synthesis for these hybrid packages has the characteristics

of both printed circuit boards (PCBs) and silicon ICs. However, existinglayout systems for neither

printed circuit boards nor integrated circuits were able to lay out these circuits. PCB layout systems

were unable to handle the high pin densities and the complexity of the circuitswhile IC layoutsystems

wereunable to generate layouts in the exact geometric shapes required. For these reasons, and because

of the similarity of this layout problem has to general cell layout, we decided to enhance our existing



general cell layout system to produce silicon-on-siliconhybrid layouts.

The combination of this new fabrication technology, a relatively rich design automation

environment and an existing general cell layout system allowed us to provide a new capability for

silicon-on-silicon hybrid layout. Chapter 2 provides an overview of conventional and multi-chip hybrid

packaging technologies. Chapter 3 gives an overview of placement and routing techniques for general

cells. The existingdesignautomation system provides a foundationon whichto build automatic layout

tools and greatly influences the design of the tools which the foundation supports. This foundation is

described in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 discusses the aspectsofhybrid technology that are important for automatic layout.

Since the silicon-on-silicon packaging technology is relatively new, it requires more discussion than

would normally appear. Chapter 6 describes the automatic layout system for silicon-on-silicon hybrid

circuits. The system is composed of three layout procedures. The lowest level layout procedure

produces die mount patterns (the leafcells for this system) for the ICs. Given the physical design of

an IC (especially the bonding pad locations) and the binding of the hybrid interconnections to the

bondingpads, patterns for die attachment and wirebondsare automaticallycreated. The intermediate

level layout procedure places and interconnects the diemount patterns. General cell layout techniques

are used; this task is greatly simplified by exploiting topological domain algorithms. The highest

level layout procedure connects the main layout (defined by the intermediate level layout procedure

and called the inner object) to the hybrid bonding pads. A minimal amount of routing overhead is
required to translate from the topological domain layout to the geometric domain of the pads. The

IO subsystem from a high performance workstation (composed of eight VLSI circuits) is used as an
example through out the report. Results from the layout of this circuit on a hybrid are presented in
Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

IC Packaging Technology Overview

With the introduction of large-scale and very-large-scale integrated-circuit technology, the
art of squeezing in the most chips per square inch - commonly called high-density packaging - is
becoming more important. Familiar high-density schemes, such as packing dual in-line packages
(DIPs) onto a single two-sided printed-circuit board, are inadequate: the DIPs required by the larger
and more complex ICs take up too much space and their internal line resistance and capacitance
limit circuit performance. To meet demands for higher density while maintaining performance and
reliability, manufacturers of electronic equipment have tried a variety of alternatives: ceramic chip-
carriers on multilayer PCBs or multilayer ceramic substrates, film chip-carriers on multilayer ceramic
substrates, and barechips wire bonded to multi-layer hybrids. In thefollowing sections, we will review
conventional and multi-chip hybrid packaging technologies.

2.1 Conventional Packaging Technology-

Electronic systems typically consist ofprinted circuit boards (PCBs) connected by cables or

backplane boards. ICs are connected to a PCB through packages. Packages provide the connection
between ICs and the PCBs as well as environmental protection and a thermal path from the chips
to the environment. PCBs have one or more layers of metal interconnections on a substrate [Ein77].
Except at via locations, wiring on one layer is insulated from wiring on other layers. This packaging
scheme causes several problems. Over the past 30 years, printed circuit technology has developed less
rapidly than IC technology and, at present, PCB feature sizes are about 50 times larger than those

on ICs [Bru88]. Consequently, a package substantially larger than the IC, is needed to interface the
IC to the board. Such a large package introduces parasitics and degrades system performance.

A more recent packaging technique mounts chip-carriers on ceramic mother-boards. The



ceramic chip carrier is a small, leadless, square packagewith a gold-plated cavity. Lead metalization is

connected internallyto gold solderpads on the bottomface of the unit. This method allows pretesting

and burningin of the chips in the carriers and protects the chips from damage while handling. These

advantages contribute to a higher yield than the bare-chip hybrid method described in next section.

However, the chip-carrier/mother-board technique does not havea high packaging density. Chips may

be mass-bonded to tape or film carriers to increase the packaging density [Lym80a].

2.2 Multi-chip Hybrid Packaging Technology

Multi-chip hybrid packaginghas been used for some time in high performance systems. With

this technology, several ICs are mounted on a substrate, typically ceramic. Multi-chip packages can

befurther divided into threecategories depending onsubstrate typeand fabrication technology used:
thin film, thick film, and silicon-on-silicon. Thick-film hybrids are built by screening and firing al

ternate conductive, resistive and dielectric pastes onto a ceramic substrate. Thin film hybrids have

resistors and conductors deposited in a vacuum ontoa ceramic substrate [Lym80b]. Silicon-on-silicon

hybrids are built by mounting siliconintegrated circuits directly on a wafer sized siliconsubstrate. In

terconnection wiring is deposited on the substrateusing conventional silicon metallization processing.

This technique allows fine (verynarrow) lines and high packing densities compared to other hybrid or

board-level packing technologies. It saves space by using the smallest package available - the IC chip
itself. [Joh86] provides a review of the process.

The basic advantages of multi-chip hybrid technology are as follows: (1) Small size and
weight; (2) Wide operating frequency range because ofshort lines and low capacitances; (3) Increased
reliability because ofa reduction in interconnections; (4) Functional trimmability; (5) Efficient thermal
dissipation; (5) Economical small production runs; (6) Ease ofachieving close component tolerances.
Multi-chip hybrids are, however, more expensive to make and more difficult to test. Due to their

packaging densities, multi-chip hybrids generate more heat thansingle-chip packages and require more
elaborate heat removal techniques. Hybrid packaging imposes special demands onlayout systems. The
pincount and number ofnets typically needed in a hybrid package are much higher than those for a
PCB. The layout system should honor tight dimensional constraints and exact timing requirements.
PCB orgeneral cell design aids are, therefore, notadequate for hybrid layouts. Currently, there areno
commercial design aids available for hybrid packages. A more detailed description and performance
analysis of silicon-on-silicon hybrid packages is presented in Chapter 5.



Chapter 3

General Cell Layout Overview

Circuit layout is a crucial part of VLSI design. It deals with the physical design of chips

to satisfy the cell and circuit specifications subject to constraints imposed by a given fabrication

technology. The task of generating layout for a VLSI design is very complex. Therefore, the layout

problem is often divided into subproblems of logic partitioning, chip floorplanning, cell placement,

global and detailed routing. Logic partitioning and chip floorplanning fall outside the scope of this

report. We, therefore, focus on the placement and routing stages of the layout process. A popular

integrated circuit design style is general cellstyle. In the following, we review placement and routing

techniques for this style.

3.1 General Cell Placement

Classicalplacement algorithms model cells as "point objects." This implies that the place

ment quality is a function only of the interconnections and is not affected by the shapes of cells.

More recent algorithms, however, take cell shapes into account and therefore provide more accurate

placement models. Standard cell layout systems arranges the cells in rows; in effect, the cells have

onlyone important dimension. The cells are designed to havea uniform height; widths vary with the

complexity of the cell. In this case, an accurate placement objective function must include the width

of the rows and the heights of the channels. Simple wire lengths are no longer sufficient.

The goal of general cell placement is to find position and orientation for all cells of a cir

cuit (subject to given constraints) such that (post routing) area of a rectangle enclosing all cells is

minimized. A concurrent goal is to minimize the total wire length. General cell layout systems must

take into consideration both dimensions of the cells. In this case, layout area is an accurate objective

function, but it is very difficult to compute because of the complex interactions among the cells and



the routing areas.

Finding the optimum solution to the generalcellplacementproblem is NP-complete. There

fore, various heuristic techniques have been proposed to provide a "good" solution. These techniques

are divided into twocategories: constructive placement and iterative placement. (See [Pre86].)

3.1.1 Constructive Placement

The constructive placement algorithms share the characteristic that their input is a partial

placement and theiroutputisa complete placement. These algorithms canbedivided intothe following
classes: clustering-based, partitioning-based, and global placement techniques.

Clustering-based placement techniques are "bottom-up" methods that consider the most de

tailed level of abstraction. These techniques are further divided into cluster growth and connectivity
clustering. Cluster growth algorithms operate byselecting unplaced cells and adding them to a partial

placement [Han72, Wim88]. A major advantage of these algorithms is the considerably lower com

putational effort required to execute them compared to that required by other placement techniques.
These algorithms, however, usually produce poor results because placement decisions must be made

with local information which is incomplete.

Connectivity clustering algorithms initially derivea physicalhierarchy in the form of a tree.

This tree is generated by modeling cells as point objects and recursively grouping highly connected
cells (or cell clusters) together. Clusters at the bottom level ofthe tree are then placed in such a way
that the areaof the bounding box enclosing cells ofthecluster is minimized. This process is repeated
by placing clusters ofclusters and soon until root is placed and the process is terminated [Ott83]. * In
the absence ofuser constraints (goals) such as chip aspect ratio and external IO location constraints,
these algorithms may produce good layouts. However, a major shortcoming ofthese algorithms is that
placement decisions for a node ofthe tree are entirely based on information in the subtree rooted by
that node. This incomplete local information is not adequate to produce routable placements.

Partitioning-based placement is a "top-down" method that divides cells into two or more

partitions (blocks). The process of dividing blocks into smaller blocks continues until the number of

cells per block is small [Bre77, Lau79, Ued85, LaP86]. Partitioning-based approaches consider higher
level ofabstraction before they consider more detailed levels and tend toavoid heavy wiring congestion
typically found in thecenter ofthelayout surface. These algorithms are goal - oriented and produce
very routable placements. However, they have difficulty when cells are constrained to fixed positions
and when partitions ofgrossly unequal areas are produced. Placement decisions made at higher levels

^tten describes a floorplanning scheme based on combining shape functions for the cells. This approach is easily
applicable to the placement problem if shapes of all cells are fixed.



of the hierarchy may suffer from lack of detailed information.

Global placement techniques consider all of the interconnections in parallel and consider all

ofthe cells simultaneously to find a global solution. Quadratic assignment [Han72, Hal70], eigenvector

decomposition [Fra86], resistive network technique [Che84], force directed placement [Qui75] and an
alytical methods [Sha85] are some of the global techniques. Moredata is needed to assess the relative

merits of global placement techniques versus other placement techniques.

3.1.2 Iterative Placement

The goal of iterative placement is to transform a complete placement into an improved,

complete placement. This process is repeated until some stopping criterion is met. Within one

iteration cells are selected and moved to alternate locations. If the resulting configuration is better

than the previous one, the new configuration is retained. Otherwise, the previous configuration is

restored [Pre79a]. Simulated annealing technique [Kir83, Sec88] accepts even some of the trials that
increase the score in order to avoid being trapped at a local minimum. Simulated annealing placement
usually produces very good results at the expense of very longrun times.

3.1.3 Placement Summary

Each of the constructive placement algorithms described has some desirable and some unde

sirable characteristics. Consequently, combinations ofapproaches have been proposed. Wipfler et al,

[Wip82] reports a combined force-directed and min-cut approach. Akers [Ake81] reports the use of
linear assignment combined withcluster growth. Eschermann et al., [Esc88] uses a combination oftop-

down partitioning and bottom-up geometric shape propagation techniques. Constructive placement
algorithms are usually followed by iterative improvement algorithms.

3.2 General Cell Global Routing

The goalof a global router is to decompose a large routing problem into small, manageable

problems in such a way that detailed routing can be completed. This decomposition is done by

assigning each net a set of routing regions (channels, switchboxes or river-route areas). The objective

is to plan the routingglobally to reduce chiparea,shorten connection length, improve routability, and
balance congestion across the layout surface. 2

In the following, we assume that two layers are available for interconnection and that over-the-cell routing is not
allowed.



Crucial for global routing is an appropriate model for the "routing space". In general cell

layout style the routingregions are usually modeled by a channel intersection graph in which eachnode

represents a channel intersection and each edge represents a channel or channel subsection [Pre79b].

Associated with edges is the geometrical length of the channel and its capacity. The global routing

problem is then to generate for each net a tree on the graph in a way that the total length of wiring
and the overflowof the channel capacity is minimized.

3.2.1 Sequential Global Routing

In general, it is not possible to route all nets with shortest paths because various nets com

pete with each other for paths to be used. One approach to solve this problem is to route all nets

independently and then reroute some of the nets to eliminate overflows [Pri57, Tin83]. Another ap

proach often used forthis problem is to define a cost function onchannel edges comprising geometrical
length and actual wiring density within the channel and then to generate for each net a tree on the

graph with the least total edge weight which connects pins of the net [Kan76, Fuj86]. A drawback of
thissequential approach is that nets are not trulyconsidered concurrently; nets processed early don't
"see" the final channel densities. Clearly, the routing order becomes a crucial factor.

3.2.2 Iterative Global Routing

Iterative rerouting alleviates the net ordering problem. The basic idea is to start with a

feasible global routing solution and improve it by repeatedly selecting connections, removing them,
and reconnecting them by some different path. Simulated annealing can be applied as well [Vec83,
Sec88]. By considering L-shaped and Z-shaped paths for each two-point connection or by finding
M shortest routes for each net, the annealing technique can be used to distribute the connections

uniformly.

3.2.3 Linear Programming Global Routing

Karp et.al., presented an integer linear programming formulation that considers interacting
nets concurrently [KarQ3]. Their algorithm operates ona channel graph. It is required that no more
than Ui of the nets path through an edge c,-. Associated with each pair ofpins is a set ofpaths, one
ofwhich must beused to join the two pins. The global routing problem on this channel graph is then
specified as an optimization problem which has the form of an integer linear program. It is shown
that linear programming techniques can be used to solve the optimization problem since the rounded
solution is the desired integer-valued solution to the integer problem. The simphfying assumptions of
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the model are that the net list consists of two-pin nets only, that the shape of routes is Hmited to few

possible patterns, and that the channel graph is unchanged during the global routing.

3.2.4 Hierarchical Global Routing

Another approach which avoids net ordering and sequential routing is hierarchical decom

position [Mar86]. The algorithm is based on a top-down hierarchical scheme. 3 In each step of the

hierarchy, the current routing problem is partitioned (cut) into two subproblems. Linear assignment

technique is used to assign nets to the boundaries which are included into the most recent cutline. The

algorithm has the advantage that it considers all nets concurrently and can be applied to arbitrary

(including non-slicing) circuit topologies and arbitraryshapecells. The disadvantage is that decisions

made at each levelof hierarchy are made in a greedy manner, i.e. localdecisions which are "optimal"

at a particular level of hierarchy can be detrimental at the subsequent levels of the hierarchy.

3.2.5 Global Routing Summary

In the case of layout styles with regular structures such as gate array style, it is possible to

translate the global routing problem into a mathematical formulation rather precisely. 4 Therefore,

there exist many good algorithms and good results. Global routing for general cells is more involved

due to the following reasons: (1) Cell placement does not have a regular geometry, (2)Thereare various

ways ofdefining the routing regions. (3) Circuit topology maychange during the global routing. These
features have made global routing for general cells less precise.

3.3 Channel Routing

Mostmodern, automaticsystems for VLSI circuit layout are based on channel routing. Chan

nel routing algorithms are used as detailed routers within standard cell, gate array, and general cell

automatic layout systems. The wide range of uses and the importance of detailed routing in auto

matic layout systems have inspired many good channel routing algorithms. Taken as a whole, these

algorithms provide a wide range ofcapabilities. However, many existing algorithms were (implicitly)
developed withstandard cell and gatearrayrequirements in mind. Noexisting algorithm is sufficiently

general to be used as the single detailed router in modern, VLSI design automation systems. Most

of the existing algorithms suffer from one or more of the following drawbacks: (1) All wire segments

3See [Bur83, Mar84] for a similar technique applied to gate array layouts.
Theoretically, all combinatorial problems can be formulated as integer programming problems. However, problem

formulation may require an exponential number of equations.
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must have the same width and that width must be uniform along the length. The terminals to be

connected must have the same widths and be placed on a uniform grid. (2) The channel boundaries

must be uniform. Irregular or rectilinear boundaries are not permitted. (3) Completion of all of the

interconnections cannot be guaranteed in all cases. This condition usually occurs when cyclic vertical

constraints are encountered. When cyclic constraints can be processed, they are addressed implicitly

or iteratively; this approach is too inefficient when many complex, cyclic vertical constraints exist.

This simplified model is not appropriate in modern, general cell design environments. In

very large circuits, complete automation is mandatory. Neither the designer nor the other parts of the

design automation system is able to alter the arrangement of terminals on the sides of the channels

to accommodate the router. Typically, powerand clock busses are wider than signal wires and must

be routed in the channels. In larger circuits, power busses must be tapered (width varies along the

length.) Channels with extreme variations along the boundary are the norm. Terminals can have

different widths and spacings because the cells along the channel boundary may be constructed using

radically different design styles.

Channel routing algorithms are very specialized; they can operate only on channels and con

sideronlyrestricted wiring patterns as potentialsolutions. However, these restrictions allow the algo

rithms to consider all the interconnections simultaneously. Background on channelrouting is available

in [Bur86, Lor88]. Channel routing algorithms canbedivided into threecategories: constraint—based,
greedy, and hierarchical. This section describes these categories in sufficient detail to understand

their strengths and limitations for general cell, VLSI design.

3.3.1 Constraint-Based Channel Routing

Constraint-based channel routing algorithms concentrate on assigning trunk segments to

tracks. The minimal requirements to preventoverlap ofbranchlayerroutingbelonging to different nets

are captured in a vertical constraint graph. In a constraint graph the nodes represent trunk segments

and the directed arcs represent constraints caused by branch layer wires. Thus, the constraint graph
is a partial orderof trunk segments. A complete order canbe derived either by evaluating alternatives
using geometric domain checks or by topologicaloperations.

A complete orderingof the trunk position can be determined by evaluating the alternative

assignments of trunks (within the limits allowed by the vertical constraint graph) to tracks. The

evaluations are performed using geometric design rule checks. Deutsch [Deu76] describes a (terminal)
dogleg channel routing algorithm where trunk segments between two adjacent terminals on a net

are restricted to one track. Doglegs are allowed only at terminal positions. More recently, a different

approach to handling constraints was reported [Ree85]. This router assigns trunks to tracksbut allows
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some vertical constraint violations to occur. A pattern router is then used to fix up the branch layer

routing.

A complete ordering among the trunk segments can be derived from the partial order of the

constraint graph by topologicaloperations. [Yos82] defines an interval graph and merging operations on

the constraint graph and the internal graph to determinewhich trunks are to be put on the same tracks.

[Che86] defines an augmented constraint graph that contains both vertical (directed) constraints (to
capture the branch layer constraints) and horizontal (undirected) constraints (to capture the trunk

layer constraints). Operations are defined to assign directions to the horizontal constraints. Once

directions are defined for the horizontal constraints, compaction techniques are used to determine the

positions of the trunk segments.

As a group, these algorithms can route wiresand terminals with differentwidths and spacings.

These algorithms are easily adaptable to rectilinear channels, and can be extended to handle different

width trunk segments. Unfortunately, the ability to guarantee that all interconnections can be routed

remains problematic. Most of the algorithmsdiscussed assume a vertical constraint graph that is free

ofcycles [Deu76, Yos82, Che86]. Authors assume that the terminals can be arranged by the designer

or an automatic placement program [Per76] to provide a cycle-free problem instance. Several authors

[Deu76, SatSO, Hig80] propose using non-terminal doglegs to break vertical constraint cycles but

provideno algorithm for determining the positions. [Kel86] provides an algorithm but for a simplified

channel model. Completion guarantees are not addressed. YACR2 [Ree85] can route channels with

cyclicvertical constraints but does so inefficiently. It does not look for cycles but discovers them one at

a time and must route the entire channel between iterations. The complicated heuristics are difficult

to apply in a general routing model.

3.3.2 Greedy Channel Routing

The greedy channel routing algorithm determines positions for wiring segments in a left-to-

right, column-by-column scan [Riv82]. The wiring within each column is completely specified before

the next column is processed. In each column, the router applies a set of simple, "greedy" heuristics

to maximize the utility of the wiring produced. Instead of performing doglegs at terminal locations,

the greedy router allows any horizontal connection to change tracks, which causes it to insert a large

number of vias. The algorithm specifies five greedy rules to assign wiringsegments to positions.

The greedy algorithm typically produces very good resulting routes, and always finds a

solution. Because it contains fewer assumptions about the topology of the connections, it is more

flexible in the placement of doglegs than the left-edge approaches. It does not impose the restriction

ofone trunk sectionper net or one trunk section per terminalpair. Unfortunately, the rules requireall
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of the terminals to be on a grid. If terminals were allowed to be off-grid, there would be an interaction

between columns, and the column-by-column approach would be infeasible. Wide power terminals

could interact with many signal terminals.

3.3.3 Hierarchical Channel Routing

The third category of channel routing uses successive refinement in a hierarchical manner

[Bur83]. First, the channel is split along the trunk direction into two routing regions and wiring
segments are assigned to oneof the two regions. Thisgives rise to a Two-By-N routingproblem (with

N columns or terminal positions). Both integer and dynamic programming solutions are described.

Eachrouting region is then split into twomore regions and the process continues until positions have

been assigned for all wire segments. Additional tracks are added only when it is impossible to route

a connection without violating the current channels' capacities.

The decomposition of the channel allows the generation of veryrobust Steiner points during
the routing and tends to produce results very close to channel density. This algorithm produces

very good routing solutions for gate array and standard cell problems. However, the approach is

not applicable for general cell layout systems because uniformity of the routing surface is a critical

assumption. These integer and dynamic programming solutions require that terminals be on a grid
and that wires have the same width.

3.3.4 Channel Routing Summary

Constraint-based algorithms come the closest to satisfying all of the requirements forgeneral

cell, VLSI design. These algorithms have been (or can be) extended to meet the variable geometry
requirements. Furthermore, they cancomplete allinterconnections when enhanced with an algorithm
to resolve cyclic vertical constraints. The resulting acyclic graph can then be input to any constraint-
based channel routing algorithm.



Chapter 4

The Design Automation Environment

The Xerox PARC design automation system provides both the user interface and the pro
gramming foundation for the hybridlayoutsystem described in this report. The characteristics of this

design system had a large impact on the design and implementation of the hybrid layout system and
thus, merits a separate discussion. Emphasis is placed onthedatarepresentation and layout synthesis
portions of the design system.

4.1 Data Representation

The integrated design automation system at PARC uses anobject-oriented paradigm [Ser86].
A small number ofdata types is used to represent an annotated net list. These types have property
lists to allow arbitrary annotation. Instead ofa fixed set ofdevice types, a class mechanism facilitates
new abstractions. Procedural translation from one abstraction to another allows new abstractions to

be added easily [Bar88a].

The design automationsystem is based on the useofa single common hierarchical data struc

ture to represent the complete design. This common data structure which is derived from extracted

parametrized schematics and code is then used by all tools including those for simulation and layout

synthesis. Although most aspects of a design are naturally and concisely described using graphic
parametrized gates, registers, icons and soon, some features are much more readily understood when
written in a high level language. The system enables mixed mode representation by allowing graphic
icons to return the result of a procedure call and by providing a procedure which returns the result

ofextracting a graphic schematic. Both graphic extractions and procedure calls receive arguments or
parameters from the context of the extraction or call.

The basic datastructure used by the design automation system is a directed acyclic graph

14
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with cells represented by nodes and instances by arcs. Each cell type is a member of a class. Each

instance, cell type and class can have arbitraryproperties associated with it to guide the behavior of

simulation, layoutor analysis tools. An important aspect of the systemis the easewith which newcell

type classes may be added without requiring updates to the existing tools. This is done by requiring
programs to understand a small basic subset of cell type classes but requiring new classes to provide

a recast procedure which will convert an instance of that class into a more primitive cell type.

The user's primary interface with the design system is via an interactive graphics editor
through which the user describes his or her circuit as an annotated schematic [Bar88b]. A schematic
describes the hierarchical structure of a cell (expressed in terms of subcells). The user is free to
intermix graphical and textual (procedural) specifications. These intermixed specifications can be
viewed as net list generators [Bar88a]. When a net fist generator is evaluated (code isexecuted and/or
a schematic is extracted) it returns the net listofa primitive device or merges results from subsidiary
generators into a net list and returns it. Thus, evaluation of a single net list generator may cause
many levels of schematic extraction and code execution.

4.2 Layout Synthesis

Layout generation is strictly a batch process. The layout of a cell is generated recursively
from the layout of its subcells. These concepts are illustrated by an example: the layout shown in
Figure 1 was generated entirely from the schematics shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

When a layout generator [Bar88c] isinvoked on(theschematic of) a cell it returns the object
(geometric layout) of thatcell. Invoking the layout procedure at the top ofthe design hierarchy starts
a chain oflayout calls since generating layout at one level usually requires recursively obtaining the
layout ofthe cell's children. For efficiency, a cache is maintained so successive invocations ofa layout
generator with the same cell will return the same layout. Each cell in a schematic for which layout
is to be generated is annotated with a layout key. Cells without a layout key are flattened. (The
cell's net list is merged with that of its parent.) Layout keys have AttributeProcs, LayoutProcs
and DecorateProcs associated with them. The AttributeProc defines the user interface ofthe layout
generator by gathering parameters from the graphical information in the schematic. For example,
an AttributeProc could use schematic decorations and properties to determine relative placement of
subcells or the side on which a port becomes public.

The layout generator next invokes the LayoutProc to construct the geometric object based
on the net list and parameters obtained by the AttributeProc. Generally, a LayoutProc lays out the
subcells by invoking their layout generation procedures. The subcell layouts can then be used as part
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of the layout of the subject cell.

As the final step, a layout generation procedure invokes the DecorateProc to cache the

object as a property on the cell and decorate the interface ports with graphical layout properties.

Theselayout properties describe the position, size, and layerof public pins at the bounding box of the

cell. This step also checks the consistency of the geometric layout and the cell definition. For example,

every public port on the cell must have a corresponding geometric pin. At each level of the hierarchy,

it is only necessary that a layout procedure understand the decorations of the cell's children.

The current set of layout generation procedures varies widely in complexity. The most

primitive procedures just return a copy of some predefined mask object (for example, a transistor,

gate or flip-flop). Higher level layout procedures transform an object's orientation or abut objects

together into rows, columns, or arrays. The next level of complexity for layout procedures comes with

the addition of routing. Cells can be stacked with interspersed routing channels or arrayed together

with interspersed switchboxes. A standard cell place and route procedure [Con88] is available, as

well as a data path generator that allows multiple interleaving of individual paths. There is also a

procedure to route an object within a pad ring [Pre89] and one to do a general cell place and route.

The hybrid layout system described in the Chapter 6 is implemented as three layout gen

eration procedures. The flexibility of this layout method made it quite easy to extend the notion of

layout from an IC technology (2 metal layer CMOS) to a hybrid technology (4 layers of metal) while

maintaining a common source schematic for all levels of simulation.



Chapter 5

The Silicon-On-Silicon Hybrid

Technology

Silicon-on-silicon hybrid technology [Joh86, Bru89] can be viewedas a step toward waferscale

integration. In the next section, we will discuss the fabrication characteristics of the silicon-on-silicon

packages.

5.1 Fabrication Issues

This technology uses a wafer-size interconnect pattern to provide connections among ICs.

Standard metallization methods are used to deposit the interconnects over a silicon wafer. Separately

processed and tested integrated circuits are glued ontothe silicon substrate at the appropriate places.

Wire bonds connect the integrated circuit bonding pads and the appropriate pads on the hybrid. A

single cover protects the entirehybrid package. Bonding padsaround the periphery connect to a PCB

through TAB (tape automated bonding) or a specially constructed socket.

Fabrication of silicon-on-silicon hybrids involves four levels of metallization separated by a

polyimide dielectric. The lowest metal level forms a ground plane and covers the entire surface. Vdd
is supplied through the second metal layer. This Vdd layer covers the entiresurface except under the

die mount patterns. The top two metal layers are used for signal interconnection. The signal traces
have 25 mm widths and spacings. Via-to-line spacing is also 25 mm. A single 2.6" by 3.2" package
can be fabricated from a 5" wafer. Such a package can hold 8 to 20 VLSI circuits and allows 420 10

pins around the periphery of the hybrid with 635 mm (25 mils) pad-to-pad spacing. Figure 1 shows
an example layout on a hybrid.

Hybrid packaging can greatly increase performance ofcomputer systems, but imposes special

17
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demands on layoutsystems. The pin count and number of nets typically needed in a hybrid package

are muchhigher than thosefor a PCB. The layout system should honor tight dimensional and timing

constraints. Next section describes the advantages of the hybrid packaging over traditionalpackaging
techniques.

5.2 Performance Issues

Common figures of merit for different packaging approaches are packaging efficiency, inter

connection density, package delay, power dissipation, power density, and power-delay product. In the

following sections, we compare thesilicon-on-silicon hybrid technology andotherpackaging using these
figures of merit.

5.2.1 Packaging Efficiency

One goal of improved packaging is to fit more performance into the same volume [Bog87].
Silicon-on-silicon hybrids achieve this improvement through higher density (more integrated circuits

for a given area), increased clock frequency (through lower interconnect capacitance and higher phase
velocity media), and increased parallelism (more circuits perunit time are accessible [Bal85]). Tradi
tionalcomputer system packaging uses single-chip packages mounted onglass-epoxy PCBs. The PCBs

are interconnected using backplanes (which often use PCB technology). The most severe limitation
on system performance results from the use of single-chip packages.

As the number of IO pins per chip increases, the bond length (and hence the inductance)
increases. Furthermore, single-chip packages cover correspondingly more area compared to the chip
area. The geometric effects can be measured by packaging efficiency, e:

€_ Areachip
•Areapadeagg

Consider a chip carrier package with an IO pin pitch of Package- Let the chip within the
package havea bonding pad pitch of Pchip. In a pad limited package

"package

If the IC bonding pad pitch is 180 mm and the package IO pitch is 25 mils (635 mm), then e = 7.8%.
l

^Package dimensions are typically given in English units while IC dimensions are typically given in metric units.
Silicon-on-silicon hybrids must bediscussed in both worlds. We chose to follow convention at the expense of forcing the
reader to deal with two systems of units. We provide metric translations of English units where appropriate.
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In theory, pin grid arrays (PGAs) offer a high packaging efficiency for large IO pin counts

*rpackage

(where n is the number ofIO pins), but this efficiency is not achieved for today's chips. Forexample,
a 400 pin PGA with Ppackage = 0.1 inches (2.54 mm) and P^p = 180 mm has a packaging efficiency
of 12%.

In contrast, the multichip hybrid packaging efficiency for ICs mounted on die mount patterns

approaches 100% because Pc^jp = Package- (The pad pitch of the die mount patterns are the same as

the IC bonding pad pitch.) This high efficiency supports the claim that a level ofpackaging is skipped
by silicon-on-silicon hybrid packaging.

5.2.2 Interconnect Density

Another measure of the quality6i a packaging technology is interconnect density, 6

M
o =

* trace

where there are M layers of interconnection with pitch Ptrace- When Ptrocc is in inches, d gives the
maximum inches of trace per square inch ofsurface area. A high density PCB may have 10 signal
layers with a trace pitch of25 mils (635 mm). This gives 6 = 400 inches of trace per square inch. The
sihcon-on-sihcon hybrid technology with 2 signal layers and a pitch of 50 mm can have 1016 inches of
trace per square inch of area.

5.2.3 Package Delay

Package delay is given by

<*package = J-buffer ~T oRC

where Tbuffer is the output buffer delay, R is the on-resistance of the output driver, and C is the load
capacitance. In sihcon-on-sihcon hybrid technology, smaller line capacitances and shorter IC-to-IC

line lengths result in smaller C. In addition, because of thin-film lithography, the R can be higher,
and therefore, the silicon area ofthe output drivers can be made smaller, allowing a larger number of
IO buffers on an IC and reducing Tbujfer. Smaller buffer sizes further reduce C because it decreases
the capacitance of the driver buffers. Consequently, the hybrid package delay is small compared to
other packaging approaches.
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5.2.4 Package Power Dissipation

The package power dissipation is the sum of power dissipations of the ICs. The IC power

dissipation is given by

PlC = Pinternal + nfCV2

where n is the number of output buffers, f is the average operating frequency, C is the average load

capacitance, and V is the output voltage swing. Design tradeoffs allow the package powerdissipation

to be either lower or higherfor hybrids(due to higher numberofoutput pins per IC, lower capacitance

and higher operatingfrequency). In addition, the voltage swing at the output buffers may be reduced

compared to other packaging approaches. All other factors being equal, Pic will be smaller for ICs

on a hybrid package due to smaller output capacitances.

5.2.5 Package Power Density

Package power density (power dissipation per unit package area) is larger for sihcon-on-

sihcon hybrids. The IC long term reliability depends on its operating temperature. A target for

commercial operation is 60-80 degrees Celsius. Hence efficient heat removal techniques must be used

if this technology is going to succeed. The power-delay product for silicon-on-silicon circuits is much

smaller than that of conventional packages.



Chapter 6

Hybrid Layout

This chapter describes an automatic layout system for sihcon-on-sihcon hybrid packages. This

system exploits the hybrid technology described in Chapter 5 and is built on the design automation

system discussed in Chapter 4. The author has made contributions to the hybrid global and detailed

routing and pad frame generation procedures. A bottom-up description of the layout process follows.

Layout is generated from a source schematic composed of at least three levels of hierarchy. A layout

generation procedure is provided for the three levels. Figure 5 illustrates the areas of the layout of

Figure 1 that were generated by the three layout generators.

The lowest level schematic cells represent the VLSI circuits (the leaf cells) and are used to

generate the die mount patterns. These patterns provide places to attach the ICs as well as bonding

pads on the hybrid that willconnect to the bonding pads on the IC. Section 6.1 describes this layout

operation.

Above the leaf cellgenerators is the layout procedure that generates the main placement and

routing from one or more hierarchical levels in the schematic; intermediate schematic cells are flattened

until only one hierarchical level exists between the top level and the leaf cells. This layout generator,

described in Section 6.2, produces an inner object and is an adaptation of general cell placement and

routing layout procedures.

The highest level layout procedure is described in Section 6.3 and generates the bonding

pads around the periphery of the hybrid and routes from these pads to the pins on the inner object.

Separate layout procedures for the top leveland second levelschematics provide a clean separation of

topological domain code from geometrical domain code. Only a minimal area penalty is required for

this separation.

21
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6.1 Die Mount Pattern Generation

The DieMount layout procedure constructs a die mount pattern. In effect this pattern
translates from the IC technology to the hybrid technology. This layout procedure is invoked once for

eachIC in the design. An example is shown in Figure4. The iconsummarizes the interface while the

schematic defines the binding of the hybrid nets to the IC pads. The schematic and the IC layout are
inputs to this layout procedure.

Adie mount patternis thehybrid layout that corresponds toa particular IC. This rectangular
region is large enough to hold the IC die and has around its perimeter one or two rows of die mount

pads. As shown in Figure 6, bonding wires are used to connect the pads on the IC {die pads) to the
pads on the mounting pattern (die mount pads). Although design rules allow two bonding pad rows,
the pad row nearest the edge of the die was constrained to contain only Vdd and Ground connections

in this example.

The 4 hybrid metal layers are numbered 0 through 3. Layer 0 (the bottom layer) is always

Ground and covers the entire surface. Layer 1 is usually Vdd except when used to connect signals to

Ground as shownin Figure 6. Layers 2 and 3 are the signal layers. For the convenience of the router,

all signal connections are provided at the periphery of the die mount in both signal layers.

Die mount layouts in the hybrid technology can be acquired in two ways. The first is simply

to specify a previously constructed die mount from a library. The second is to apply the die mount

generator to an IC for which the die mount pattern is to be generated. The die mount generator

extracts first the IC layout to find the positionand sizeof all pads. This information, combined with

the signal names, is then used to determine the number of rows required as well as the individual

pad types and locations. Figure 6 shows the various combinations of pad types and relative sizes. A

typical value of w is 0.1 mm. The die mount pads are elongated to provide additional space for new
bonds in case the ICs need to be replaced.

6.2 Hybrid Placement and Routing

The layout procedure that generates the main portion of the layout, the inner object, is

adapted from existing general cell layout procedures [Pre85]. Automatic, graphical, and interactive

placement techniques are described in Section 6.2.2. Global and detailed routing algorithms are

described in Section 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 respectively. The placement and routing algorithms operate in

the topological domain; the layout is converted to geometric form as the final step. The topological
model that serves as a foundation to the algorithms is described in Section 6.2.1.
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6.2.1 The Topological Model

The unifying concept throughout the hybrid placement and routing layout generator is the

topological model [Cho85, Pre85]. In this abstraction only the relative positions of the IC primitives

and the routingareas are important. The model automatically compensates for changes in the routing

areas as they expand or contract to conform to the changing design. It is necessary to convert to the

geometric domain only to compare alternative layoutsduring optimization or as the final step before

generating the masks.

Thetopological model reduces thecomplexity ofhybrid placement and routing byabstracting
out the geometrical information (geometry). Computation of geometry is deferred until needed. The

advantages of this approach are the following: removing and adding both components and wiring are
simplified; topological operations are well defined; mapping the layout problem into the geometric

domain is well defined and fast; routing areas can always be made just large enough to accommodate
the required wiring since size determination is made after routing; and the complexity ofdealing with
masses of geometric data is obviated.

The routing areas are organized into channels, as shown in Figure 7, which are maintained

throughout the layoutprocess. Channels divide thespace into topological holes, eachofwhich contains

an IC. Channel widths may vary depending on the number of wiring tracks required. The channel

lengths aredetermined bythe positions ofthe channels they intersect at theirextreme points. Exactly
one channel is associated with each side of each IC.

Three graphs are used to model the hybrid surface: the horizontal channel position graph,
the vertical channel position graph, and the channel intersection graph. The channel position graphs
are used tomap between the topological and geometric domains while thechannel intersection graph is
used in topology modification and global routing. Thehorizontal channel position graph is a directed
acyclic graph where arcs represent the widths (horizontal dimensions) of vertical channels or the

horizontal dimensions of the IC die mount patterns. Figure 8 shows the horizontal channel position
graph corresponding to the layout ofFigure 1. The vertical channel position graph is analogous. The
channel intersection graphis an undirected graph where the nodes represent the channel intersections

and the arcs represent segments ofchannels between two intersections. Figure 7 shows the arcs of the
channel intersection graph.

Three classes of operation are necessary for the topological model: operations which map
geometrical domain problems into the topological domain; operations which compute geometrical
aspects given a topology; and operations which modify or manipulate a topology.

The DefineChannels operation maps a geometrical domain layout into the topological do-
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main. The input is a set of rectangles representing the ICs on a plane. First an outline is constructed

aroundeachrectangle; the outline always contains the rectangle and is madeas largeas possible with

out intersecting or containing any other outhnes. Next a primary direction is chosen and all outhnes

perpendicular to this direction are collapsed along the primary direction into channels. Finally, the

remainingouthnes are collapsed along the secondary direction. The ICs and channels may need to be

repositioned (using the Geometerize operationdescribed below).

Operationsare provided to compute aspects ofgeometry: Size finds the length of the longest

path througha channel position graph (corresponds to height or widthofhybrid). ShortestPath finds

a shortest path between two nodes in the graph. CriticalArcs finds arcs that he on any longest path

through a channel position graph. Geometerize determines positions for the channels and ICs. All of

these operations are linear in the number of arcs and nodes [Deo74].

Operations which modify or manipulate the topology are also provided by the topological

model and are used primarily by automatic placement algorithms [Cho85, Pre85]. Examples of such

operations are Grow which adds an IC, Shrink which removes an IC from the surface, and TtoL

which modifies the channel intersection topology.

6.2.2 Placement

Placement procedures determine the relative positions of the ICs and the public pins of the

inner object as well as organize the routing areas into channels. Hybrid placement is both simpler

and morecomplex than generalcellplacement withinICs. Hybrid placement is simplerbecause fewer

components are involved (8-20 ICs per hybrid compared to 10-100 general cells per IC), and the sizes

and shapes of ICs on a hybrid are less variable than are general cells within an IC. Hybrid placement

is more complex because many interrelated factors determine layout quality. Wide busses are very
prevalent; propagationdelays and even power distributionare muchmore important.

Twoplacement options are available to the user. An automatic placement algorithm built on

the topological model is available. This algorithm finds a constructive initial placement, thenimproves
the placement by iteration. This algorithm is described in [Pre85].

The second option uses graphical hints from the schematic to determine a floorplan. This

option is popular because it provides a straightforward way for the user to specify a (topological)
placement for a small number of ICs. In hybrid layouts there is often only one correct placement

and that placement is obvious to the user. IC pinouts as well as public pads on the hybrid are often

defined to accommodate a particularbus structure that further constrains placement.

The procedure to support this second placement option is minimal given the topological
model and the design system foundation. The DefineChannels operation from the topological model
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is invoked on the geometric domain layout defined by the IC icons in the source schematic. After the

routing channels have been determined, actual layouts for the IC die mounts are substituted for the

iconic representations. Routing channel topology may be modified interactively using the topology
manipulation primitives of the topological model.

The placementfor the layout shown in Figure1 was obtained by the secondplacement option

(without interactive modification). Note the correspondence ofthe positions of the IC icons in Figure
4 to the die mount patterns in Figure 1.

6.2.3 Global Routing

Global routingassigns segments ofeach net to a set ofroutingchannels soas to reduce hybrid

area and shorten connection lengths. Global routing for sihcon-on-sihcon hybrid packages differs in
several important ways from general cell global routing. Vdd and Ground signals do not comphcate

global routing because these signals are distributed on separate layers, and taps to the power supply
layers are easy to make. However, some problems are more complicated: overall dimensions must be

tightly controlled (to fit within the package) and propagation delays must be carefully controlled.

Ourglobal routeroperates ona channel intersection graph (CIG). Theproblem ofdetermining

the global routing for a single interconnection net is mapped into finding a minimum Steiner tree
through the channel intersection graph. The interaction of this net with other nets and with the

hybrid surface is captured through the use of appropriate arc weights. The algorithm to route a
two-pin net is equivalent to finding a shortest path between two nodes in CIG. For a multi-pin net

the global routing of the net is more complex. The complexity of the problem grows rapidly as the
number of pins to be connected is increased.

Theinitial global route algorithm works asfollows. Nets aresequentially selected for routing,
and pins ofthe each net are mapped as new nodes onto the CIG. Arc weights are assigned according
to the geometric lengths of the arcs. One pin is selected as the source and symmetric expansion is
performed until any one of the other pins of the net is encountered. This subtree is then used as the

source of the next expansion, and the process continues until all the pins in the net are visited. This

approach guarantees that the path found between any two pins is of minimum length. However, it
does not find a minimum Steiner tree. In case ofelectrically equivalent pins, we insert all the pins into
CIG, but as soon as one is included in the Steiner tree for the net, the rest are no longer considered
as targets for expansion. In this way, the global router can make use of equivalent pins to minimize
the routing length of a net.

The initial global router routes each net ignoring all other nets in the design. This usually
leads to a layout that is larger than necessary. An improvement phase follows which minimizes hybrid
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area by selecting and rerouting critical nets. The idea is to start with the initial global route and

improve it by repeatedly selectingcritical nets, removing them, and reconnecting them by alternate

paths. Critical nets are thosenets which, if removed, make the layout smaller. Thesenets pass through

positions of maximum density along critical channels. A critical channel is a channel will allow the

size of the layout to be reduced if its width is decreased. The arcs corresponding to critical channels

he on a longest path through a channel position graph. The global route improvement algorithm is
outhned in Figure 9.

In order to determine the channel widths, we compute the maximum track density of net

segments passing through channel. We can consider the maximum track density to be an approxi

mation of the actual width required for detailed routing. Arc weight for noncritical CIG arcs are the

geometric lengths of the associated channel segments. For each critical CIG arc, the weight is the

geometric length plus the half perimeter of the hybrid area. The idea is that, for most of the nets, the

maximum Steiner distance betweentwopins is less than the half perimeter of hybrid. CIG arc weights

are incrementally updated fromiteration to iteration. The improvement phaseis, however, sequential;

a heuristic is employed to obtain the effect of a look ahead. Although rerouting of some critical net

may not reduce the hybrid area, it may increase the probability of a future reduction. After all there

may be more than one critical path in the position graphs. Also, if we succeed in reducing the range

of maximum track density along a channel, we maymake one of the channel segments non-critical, or

if we reduce this range to zero, we can save one track, thereby reducing hybrid area.

Weare investigating improvements to the global routingalgorithmwhich usea dynamic path

finding algorithm (the weights of the CIG arcs corresponding to channels are modified while finding
the shortest path). Better results are also expected if a hierarchical global routing approach is used.

6.2.4 Detailed Routing

The detailed routerused in the hybrid layout system is based on the dogleg router [Deu76]
but several extensions (both conceptual and in implementation) enhance the generality. Because so

many channel routing algorithms have been published, only the important extensions are discussed

here. 1 The implementation extensions imply a more sophisticated model but are built on the theory
presented in [Deu76]. The major conceptual advancement guarantees routingcompletion even in the
presence of constraint loops. (The original dogleg router did not deal with constraint loops because

they were removed by altering the placement of the standard cells. Suchluxury is not available in the
hybrid environment.)

lAn introduction to channel routing may be found in [Lor88].
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Implementation enhancements allow extra track ordering sequences (specifically alternating

starting sides from one track to the next in addition to the starting corner specified in the original

paper) and variable width branch and trunk wires. These variable width wires require that more

sophisticated geometrical checks be made (both in determining constraints and in determining if a

trunk wire will fit on a track). Actual design rules (metal spacings, metal widths, via-cut surround

by metal, via-cut-to-via-cut) must be checked instead of the simplified rules checks that are possible

when wirewidth for layers are uniform. Variable width track wires are dynamically assigned to staticly

defined tracks. Full design rule checks must be made with other wires and with the channel edges.

The conceptual enhancement of this channel routing algorithm is the manner in which con

straint loops are resolved. In summary the algorithm resolves constraint loops by adding a non-pin

dogleg to enough wire segments to break all of the constraint loops. Sometimes a position to insert a

non-pin dogleg cannot be found within the channel. In these cases it is necessary to defer the dogleg

to one of the intersecting channels.

The starting point is a constraint graph where the nodes represent wire segments between

two pins and the arcs represent the vertical constraints. Pins along the channel sides are investigated

for verticalconstraints, and arcs are added to the constraint graph. If a cyclewillbe formed by adding

an arc, then that cycleis broken by adding a non-pindogleg to one of the wire segments participating

in the constraint loop. Each such wire segment is investigated by considering trial positions for the

non-pin doglegs at pin locations and between each pair of pins. The trial wire segment and trial

position for the non-pin dogleg that adds the least to channel density and wire length and do not

propagate any constraints is chosen. This method can guarantee completion of all of the routing

if the non-pin doglegs can be deferred (pushed off the ends of the channel and hence routed in the

intersecting channel). The channels are routed in suchan order to guarantee that this deferring can be

done [Pre79b], While this algorithm has poor worst case time performance, its average performance

is quite good. Dogleg positions are usually found near their desired locations.

6.3 Hybrid Pad Frames

In the top-level schematic the pad frame layout generator expects to find five schematic cells:

one inner cell to be laid out as described in Section 6.2 and four cells corresponding to the four pad

rows. Schematic descriptions of the pad rows are usually composed of abuts of hybrid bonding pad

cells as shownin Figure 2. However, the full powerof the designsystem is availablefor more complex

pad row definitions. In practice, a schematic template is available to simplify pad ring definition.

The layout generation procedure uses a method similar to [McG87] to route from the pad
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frame to the inner cell. However, global routing at this level is not required since the layout generator

described in Section 6.2 guarantees that each hybrid bonding pad has a pin on the inner cell just

across the adjacent routing channel. A trapezoidal routing channel is constructed on each side of the

inner cell by using the detailed router described in Section 6.2.4. Triangular routing obstructions are

introduced at the ends of the channels to form the trapezoidal channels. The hybrid bonding pads

and the trapezoidal routing channels regions are constructed by this layout generator.

The position for the inner cell is determined by estimating the widthof the four channels (as

approximated by track density). Any space in excess of the required channel widths is divided equally

among the channels.



Chapter 7

Results

We have used the automatic layout system forthe hybrid packages to layout an 10 subsystem

of a high performance workstation (Dragon). The function of this 10 subsystem is to provide the
interface among two unidirectional busses and a synchronous, high bandwidth bus designed to address
the requirements of data consistency in a shared memory multiprocessor system. This 10 subsystem

includes four bus interface chips, a cache memory, an address mapping cache, a display controller,

and an 10 bus translation chip. The relative placement of the ICs on the package is functionally
constrained. For instance, the four bus interface chips connect to the hybrid 10 pads and hence, are

constrained to be close to the boundary of package. The pin positions and orientations of ICs have

been optimized so as to minimize the interconnection lengths. Two 68 bit busses connect to the bus

interface chips to the 10 pads and severalhundred nets connect pins on the ICs.

The package has a fixed area of2.6" by3.2" inches, and a pad-to-pad spacing of635 mm (25
mils) is used. The hybrid technology has two signal layers with a trace pacing of50 mm. The spacing
of the die mount pads is 180 mm. The IC circuits come in different sizes but are wire bonded to one

of three standard-size die mounts.

Each IC was generated by invoking a layout generator on its source schematic. The hybrid
layout procedure used cached layout results for these individual ICs. The user specified the placement
graphically through positions of the IC icons on the schematic. The hybrid area was reduced by

5% as a result ofglobal route improvement. This improvement is good considering the optimized
placement and pin locations of the ICs on the hybrid package. The active cell area on the hybrid
package accounts for 25% of the total areawhich indicates a packaging efficiency ofgreater than 25%.
(This is conservative since it does not include the contribution ofwiring on the hybrid.) If we were
to implement this circuit using single chip packages, a PCB trace spacing of25 mils (635 mm) with
10 signal layers, a total area of4.7" by 9.8" inches would be required to implement the inner object.

29
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This area is 8.2 times the size of the inner object and 5.5 times the size of the entire hybrid package.

7.1 Summary

In high speed computer systems, performance and density limits are being set more by

interconnect and packaging constraints than by transistor switching speeds. Multi-chip sihcon-on-

sihcon hybrid packages can significantly improve performance by eliminating single chip packaging.
This report describes the hybrid technology, the design automation system foundation, and

a hybrid layout system capable of automatically laying out circuits on hybrid packages. The layout
system is implemented as three layout generation procedures: die mount pattern generation, a general
cell-like placement and routing procedure, and a pad frame generator.

System operation is illustrated through a comprehensive example: a high performance work
station IO subsystem containing 8 VLSI circuits implemented on a 2.6" by3.2" hybrid package. This
method produces layouts that are 5 to8 times denser than the same circuit implemented with single-
chip packages on a printed circuit board. Simulations show that clock speeds can be increased by a
factor of two.
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Figure1.Thishybridlayoutwasautomaticallygeneratedfromtheschematicsshownin
Figures2.3.and4.ThiscircuitistheIOsubsystemofahighperformanceworkstationand
contains8VLSIcircuits.
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Figure 2. This top level schematic defines the hybrid pad ring and the pad ring routing
requirements. The layout(shown in Figure1)corresponding to the blueand yellow portions
of Figure 5 is generated from this schematic.
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Figure 3. This second level schematic defines the main placement and routing problem
(called the inner cell) for the hybrid.
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schematicand the layout ofthe integrated circuit.
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Figure 5. This shows the areas of the layout of Figure 1 that were generated by the three
layout generation procedures described in the text. The blue and yellow portions represent
the top level layout. The green die mounts were generated by the lowest level layout
procedure. The white area represents the routing of the inner cell.
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Figure 6. This shows the detailed construction of the die mount patterns. Atvpica! value of
wis 0.1 ram. Taps to the Vdd and Ground planes are automatical^ inserted as required
bignal pins are touch to the periphery of the pattern for routing.



Channel Intersection Graph

Figure 7. This Channel Intersection Graph corresponds to the layout of Figure 1. The red
lines represent the routing channels.



Figure 8. This horizontal channel position graph corresponds to the layout of Figure 1and is used
tocompute horizontal dimensions of the layout.



FOR each net DO

save current global information for this net;
remove global route information for this net;
compute ranges of maximum track density along all channels;
determine channel widths based on maximum track densities;
assign coordinates to channel position graphs {Geometerize);
identify critical CIG arcs (CriticalArcs), and update their arc weights;
insert pins of this net into CIG, and reroute it (ShortestPath);
compute new hybrid area (Size);
IF new hybrid area is reduced THEN accept;
ELSE IF new hybrid area unchanged THEN

IF number of critical channels is reduced THEN accept;
ELSE IF number of critical channels unchanged THEN

IF length of maximum density ranges along critical channels is reduced THEN
accept;

ELSE reject;
ELSE reject;

ELSE reject;
IF accept THEN update hybrid area;
ELSE IF reject THEN restore global route information for this net;

END FOR;

Figure 9: The global route improvement algorithm reroutes nets to reduce layout area. Topological
model procedure names are shown in parenthesis.
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